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Dear Participant
We hereby cordially welcome you to the 16th European Forest Pedagogics Congress 2022
“How to learn in and with nature in times of climate crisis? - European perspectives and
solutions” in Zurich, from 11 to 13 May 2022.
It is clear that education must contribute to combating climate change and that environmental
education is predestined for this role. This is especially true for forest pedagogy and naturebased environmental education. But how can we do this and how can it be effective?




What does contemporary forest pedagogy look like in times of climate change? What
projects, programmes and approaches are there?
How can/should forest pedagogy inputs/interventions be designed so that they make a
contribution against climate change? And how can they be further developed?
How can insights from climate education enrich the methodology of forest pedagogy?

These and similar questions will be raised and discussed over the next three days in various
forests and inspiring places in the Zurich region.
We are looking forward to learning together and to developing forest education further with
you over the next three days.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Christian Stocker or the team
members of the “Naturschulen Grün Stadt Zürich”, the “Wildnispark Zürich, Sihlwald” and the
“Stiftung SILVIVA” (christian.stocker@silviva.ch, +41 44 291 21 91).
 For the smooth running of the event, we would be happy to receive a few additional
details and individual programme requests from you. Please take the time to fill in this
survey by the end of April: www.framaforms.org/european-forest-pedagogics-congress2022-1649694299
 We would also appreciate it if you could pay the congress fees before the congress. You
will find the necessary information on page 4.
 The workshop programme is still evolving; you will find the current overview at
www.silviva.ch/congress2022
Thank you very much.
The organising team

(Version: 5.4.2022)
11th – 13th May 2022
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Vision
A congress, which:
•
…is not just about talking but about
substantially reducing our negative impact
on the climate and sharing and developing
solutions.
•
… is in itself climate positive.
•
… takes partners and participants on a
journey to new possibilities with respect to
the climate crisis.

Goals
At the end of this learning journey, the participants are empowered to make an effective
contribution to dealing with the climate crisis through educational events.
•
Gathering, sharing and disseminating existing concepts and developing new,
innovative educational opportunities to support tackling the climate crisis effectively.
•
A European congress, which is itself climate neutral or climate positive. The
educational activities should help to reduce CO2 directly as well as show solutions.
•
Transfer before and after the congress is of key importance: the aim is for the
participants to implement climate-effective solutions in their everyday work.
•
Participants raise their awareness of the possibilities of education in the context of
climate change.

Innovative and sustainable
Last June, at the 15th European Forest Pedagogics Congress 2021 online “in Luxemburg”,
the participants received some homework: You were asked to implement preparatory
activities in your country. Now we repeat this call:
• There are still almost five months to develop educational interventions or to improve
existing ones until the congress in May 2022.
• We will exchange best practices and lessons learned during the congress.
• The participants will go back to their home countries with feedback from other
participants, the ideas and findings from the congress and, possibly, defined next steps
for further development.
In the last year, we tried to...
• lead a discussion on "Forest Education and Climate
Protection",
• plan, implement and evaluate concrete forest
education activities on climate protection,
• collect and share results (“the online part”).
Now we come to the 2022 congress with as concrete
results as possible, open to exchange, feedback and
improvements (“the offline part”).

11th – 13th May 2022
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Flipped learning
Some discussion already took place using the “flipped classroom / flipped learning” concept.
In this way, our exchange and mutual learning gained in quality and depth we shared good
practice and are now as prepared as possible. (If you are interested, you can find an
introduction to the topic here: A Beginner's Guide to Flipped Classroom and What, why, and
how to implement a flipped classroom model).

You can find numerous blogposts on tried and tested, impactful, working examples of
climate education in nature/forests from different countries on www.forestpedagogics.eu:










The Climate caravan “Forest in a cart” - the new tool used by the Bulgarian forest
pedagogues
Good examples of forest related education on climate - Slovenia
Forest Climate Weeks of the Bildungswerkstatt Bergwald - Switzerland
You are the climate - how does an educational organisation achieve net zero by
2030?
Educational materials on climate change
Nature schools in the heart of Zurich
Forest wildlife and climate - how does change become visible?
Think climate change out of the box- make forest change a tangible experience for
students
Travelling sustainably – highly recommended! - We have tried and tested it !

11th – 13th May 2022
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Costs, payment process and modalities
Congress fee, please pay before the congress
The congress fee is CHF 240.- (CHF 80.- per day) (ca. 235.- / 78.- Euro)
Reduced price for SILVIVA alumni, partners, members of ERBINAT etc.: CHF 30.- discount,
or free for active course leaders.
The price includes:
- Travel from the centre to and from the respective congress venue
- Catering during the sessions
- Any material
Not included:
- Travel to Zurich
- Overnight stay
- Costs of the leisure programme and catering outside the joint programme

Please transfer the corresponding amount to our account No. 1100-1223.234 at
Zürcher Kantonalbank, 8010 Zurich, account 01-200027-2, (PC 80-151-4) before the
Congress. For online payments or payments from abroad:
 IBAN no.: CH25 0070 0110 0012 2323 4
 SWIFT address: ZKBKCHZZ80A
Transfers from abroad are also possible with Transferwise.com or XOOM.com.
Example of congress costs:
- 3 days congress and participation in Tuesday evening Icebreaker event:
3x CHF 80.- + CHF 60.- = total congress fee CHF 300.- 1 day congress participation without Tuesday evening Icebreaker event, member
ERBINAT:
1x CHF 80.- - CHF 30.- (discount) = total congress fee CHF 50.-

Support for travel and accommodation for European participants, please request
directly after the congress
We have funding for our guests from outside of Switzerland to partially reimburse you for the
travel and accommodation costs. If your travel by environmentally friendly means of transport
(no cars, unless fully occupied, and no flights).
We will be able to fund the following (per person):
•
Up to CHF 400.- (ca. 393.- Euro) for the journey if ecological means of transport are
used (no cars, unless fully occupied, and no flights).
•
Up to CHF 87.- (ca. 85.- Euro) for an overnight stay
If you would like to make use of this support, please send an invoice with payment
information and receipts (accommodation and tickets), preferably in digital form (scan
or image), to Christian Stocker (christian.stocker@silviva.ch) by one week after the
congress (23.5.22). We will then reimburse the costs by the end of June.
11th – 13th May 2022
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Arrival
As mentioned above, we can reimburse part of your (environmentally friendly) journey. We
recommend taking the train directly to Zurich HB (main station). From there, all hotels and
accommodation are easily accessible by public transport or even on foot. Maybe you can find
a night train to Zurich?: https://www.sbb.ch/en/leisure-holidays/trains-trips/night-train.html,
http://www.night-trains.com/europe/zurich/.
There are only few (and expensive) parking spaces in Zurich. If you really have to come by
car, we recommend using the Park+Ride facilities on the outskirts of the city and then public
transport to travel to the centre.
The nearest airport is Zurich Airport . From the airport to the city, you need a connecting
ticket for one zone. The congress ticket is not valid in this zone. There are frequent trains to
the main station. The journey takes max. 15 minutes.

Tickets Public Transport for the Congress
At the end of this brochure, you will find your personal ticket for the entire duration of
the congress. It is valid for four days (Tuesday to Friday), zones 110 (city of Zurich) and for
the two trips to Sihlwald and Rüschlikon on Tuesday and Thursday. Please print out the
corresponding page and carry it with you during the journeys with an identity card.

Accommodation
The offer of pre-booked hotel rooms via Zürich Tourismus has expired. If you have
not booked a room yet, we recommend a hotel in the city centre of Zurich. You can
find a list of Hotels here: www.silviva.ch/congress2022
All selected hotels have the "Green Leaf" label. (More about the sustainability efforts of
Zurich Tourism: https://www.zuerich.com/en/about-zt/sustainability).

11th – 13th May 2022
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Programme overview
Tuesday, 10.5.2022

Arrival

18:00-20:00:
Voluntary Icebreaker
Event: Guided tour
Masoala Rainforest
@Zoo Zurich, Apero

11th – 13th May 2022

Wednesday, 11.5.2022
Sihlwald

Thursday, 12.5.2022
Hönggerberg

Friday, 13.5.2022
Rüschlikon

08:50 official Congress
Opening (@Bahnhof
Silwald)
Mindful start
Official Welcome
Action – reflection (Workand Walkshops mainly
from CH)

09:00 Welcome & Start
@Waldschule
Hönggerberg

Action – reflection III
(Work- and Walkshops)

08:30 Arrival, coffee &
croissants @GDI
Rüschlikon
09:00 Reflection on the
past 2 days
Development of
decisions for further
action

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Presentation of forest lab

Action – reflection II (Workand Walkshops mainly
from EU)
16:00 Voluntary: various
Cultural input
city tours
Dinner + Campfire

14:00 official closing
14:30 End of the
Congress
15:04 Voluntary boat trip
to Zurich

Free evening

21:05: Special Train to
Zurich HB, Arrival 21.31

www.silviva.ch/congress2022

(Programme subject to
change without notice)
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Detailed programme
Tuesday,
10.5.2022

Afternoon

Individual Arrival

Voluntary Icebreaker Event:
17:45 Meeting at the final stop
of tram 6 «Zoo»
Timetable, Tram 6 (18’ from Main station)
Evening

17:55 Guided tour Masoala Rainforest
@Zoo Zurich (getting there)

See also
www.silviva.ch/congress2022
(> Arrival, Accommodation,
Costs)
not included in the congress
fee, CHF 60.- per participant
Tram tickets included in the
congress fee
More about sustainability at
Zoo Zurich

19:00 Apero
@Thailodge, Zoo Zurich
20:00 End of the Icebreaker Event
and independent departure

Figure 1: You can reach Zoo Zurich easily by tram and bus from the city centre
11th – 13th May 2022
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Interactive map

08.18 Zurich HB SZU, Platform 21
Train (S 4) Direction Sihlwald, Arr
08:43

Morning

Please bring:
 Clothes and suitable shoes
for a day out in the forest
 Water bottle
 Cup
Optional:
See also Figure 2: Zurich Main
 Seat pad
Station with Platform 21
 Individual snack
 Sun cream and sun hat
 Daypack
Train tickets included in the congress
 Binoculars
fee
 Notebook and writing
materials
 own literature on the topic
08:50 Congress Opening
@Bahnhof Silwald

See also Figure 3: Sihlwald Visitor
Centre

09:00 Mindful start to the congress
10:00 Official Welcome
@Visitor Center Sihlwald (Remise)
10:45 Action – reflection
Work- and Walkshops mainly from
Swiss partners
@Langrain, Silwald
12:30 Lunch
@Langrain, Silwald

Afternoon

See also interactive map of
Wildnispark Zürich

Outside in the forest

13:30 Action – reflection II
Work- and Walkshops mainly from
European partners
@Langrain, Silwald
16.30 Cultural input
@Visitor Center Sihlwald (Remise)

Evening

18:30 Dinner
@Visitor Center Sihlwald (Remise)
21:05 Special train
Sihlwald - Zurich HB, Arr.: 21:31
@Bahnhof Silwald

11th – 13th May 2022

Train tickets included in the
congress fee
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Figure 2: Zurich Main Station with Platform 21

Figure 3: Sihlwald Visitor Centre
11th – 13th May 2022
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Thursday,
12.5.2022

Waldschule Hönggerberg

Webapp Waldlabor

Morning

Individual arrival
- via Bus 32 to Hungerbergstrasse, + approx.
15 min walk, see also Figure 4: Bus 32,
Hungerbergstrasse > Waldschule
Hönggerberg (approx. 15 min walk)
- or via Bus 69 or 80 to ETH-Hönggerberg, +
approx. 30 min walk, see also Figure 5: Bus
69 or 80, ETH-Hönggerberg > Waldschule
Hönggerberg (approx. 30 min walk)
- or via Bus 38 to Hönggerberg cemetery, +
approx. 15 min walk, see also Figure 6: Bus
38, Hönggerberg cemetery > Waldschule
Hönggerberg (approx. 15 min walk)
- Timetable information via www.zvv.ch or
ZVV mobile app
Tram and Bus tickets included in congress fee

Please bring:
 Clothes and
suitable shoes for
half a day out in the
forest
 Water bottle
 Cup
Optional:
 Seat pad
 Individual snack
 Sun cream and sun
hat
 Daypack
 Binoculars
 Notebook and
writing materials
 own literature on
the topic

09:00 Start & Welcome
@Waldschule Hönggerberg
10:00 Presentation of forest lab
10:30 Action – reflection III
Work- and Walkshops from Swiss and European
partners
including way to ETH Hönggerberg
12:30 Lunch
@”FUSION meal” ETH Hönggerberg
See also Figure 7: FUSION meal at the
Hönggerberg Campus
Afternoon

Information about
Sustainable Gastronomy
@ETH

16:00 Voluntary: various city tours
Self-guided audio tours
- www.myclimate.org
- www.zh-kolonial.ch
- www.frauenstadtrundgangzuerich.ch 1
- www.frauenstadtrundgangzuerich.ch 2
Guided tours or excursions
- www.konsumglobal.ch Meeting point: 16:00,
Pestalozzi Bibliothek Altstadt, Zähringerstr17, 8001 Zürich
- nahreisen.ch Meeting point: 16:00, Zurich
Bus Station, Ausstellungsstr. 5, 8005 Zürich

11th – 13th May 2022
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Free evening
Inspiration for sustainable food in Zurich:
- https://www.zuerich.com/en/visit/sustainablezurich/restaurants
- https://insider.lunchgate.ch/bio-restaurantszuerich-nachhaltig/

Figure 4: Bus 32, Hungerbergstrasse > Waldschule Hönggerberg (approx. 15 min walk)

11th – 13th May 2022
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Figure 5: Bus 69 or 80, ETH-Hönggerberg > Waldschule Hönggerberg (approx. 30 min walk)

Figure 6: Bus 38, Hönggerberg cemetery > Waldschule Hönggerberg (approx. 15 min walk)

11th – 13th May 2022
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Figure 7: FUSION meal at the Hönggerberg Campus

11th – 13th May 2022
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Friday,
13.5.2022

GDI Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute, Rüschlikon

Morning

Individual arrival, via:
- Tram to Zürich Bürkliplatz, Bus 165 to
Rüschlikon, Langhaldenstrasse, + 5 min
walk, see also Figure 8: Bus 165, Rüschlikon,
Langhaldenstrasse > GDI
- S-Bahn S24/S8 to Rüschlikon station, Bus
165 to Rüschlikon, Langhaldenstrasse, + 5
min walk, see also Figure 8: Bus 165,
Rüschlikon, Langhaldenstrasse > GDI
- Regional railway or S2 to Thalwil station, Bus
156 to Rüschlikon "Park im Grüene", + 5 min
walk, see also Figure 9: Bus 156, Rüschlikon
"Park im Grüene" > GDI
Timetable information via www.zvv.ch or ZVV
mobile app
Tickets included in congress fee

Congress booklet

Please bring:
- The results of the
last two days
- Wishes, ideas and
solutions for the
future of Forest
Pedagogics
We will mainly be
indoors and in the
nearby park.

From 8.30 Arrival, coffee & croissants
@GDI Rüschlikon
9.00 Moderated reflection on the past 2 days
10.30 Facilitated development of decisions for
further action that the participants take home to
their countries
12:00 Lunch
Afternoon

14.00 Official closing
14.30 End of the Congress
(@GDI Rüschlikon)
14.54 or 15.04 Voluntary boat trip to Zurich,
Bürkliplatz
from Rüschlikon See to Zürich, Bürkliplatz arr.
15.25 or 15.55
Tickets included in congress fee

11th – 13th May 2022
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Figure 8: Bus 165, Rüschlikon, Langhaldenstrasse > GDI

Figure 9: Bus 156, Rüschlikon "Park im Grüene" > GDI

11th – 13th May 2022
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Workshops
The workshops will be held in Sihlwald on the 11th of May and in the Hönggerberg forest on
the 12th of May.
The proposed workshops and the detailed description can be found here:
www.silviva.ch/weiterbildung/tagungen/european-forest-pedagogics-congress-2022/

Workshops 1: 11.5.2022, Morning, Sihlwald
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sihlwald Nature Discovery Park Workshop 1
Sihlwald Nature Discovery Park Workshop 2
Sihlwald Nature Discovery Park Workshop 3
Nature Museum Sihlwald
"Change the future? Focussing on the energy topic – an outdoor approach by
education for sustainable development." or "Change the future? Education for
sustainable development on the topic of energy outdoors"
6. Systems-thinking games in the forest as examples of climate change education

Workshops 2: 11.5.2022, Afternoon, Sihlwald
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Biodiversity inside us and around us
Are aliens also in our forests?
How are forest and climate connected? Join our playful forest education approach!
With small steps, let's plant our trees, a present for children
Close to nature forestry and climate change through mutual understanding and
mutual respect
6. In the kitchen of the climate - or how man turns from a spectator into a director of
climate change
7. Systemic Thinking and Action

Workshops 3: 12.5.2022, Hönggerberg
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Climate change "gets to the heart" of trees
Making the invisible visible
Forest Climate Weeks: Becoming part of the solution as a school class
Think climate change out of the box – act for the forest of the future!
Forest Laboratory Zurich
Forest Experiments

11th – 13th May 2022
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How do we want to document and evaluate?
The Workshops
All results from the workshops should be documented at least with a flip chart. Their contents
will be shared on the congress website after the congress.

On day 3, we will exchange what we have learned, summarise it, put it into a suitable form
and derive concrete options for action for our daily work.

Learning out Loud (LOL): Individual shared learning promotes learning in the network
We encourage all participants to share their learnings. On the one hand, on the Telegram
channel set up especially for the congress https://t.me/EFPC22, but also on other social
media for people who could not be there. Feel free to use the #EFPC22 so that we can find
the posts on Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter.
For example, at the end of the day, use the #til (Today I learned) and the #EFPC22 to share
your insights on your own social media accounts.
We can collect these posts after the congress for evaluation and make them available.
11th – 13th May 2022
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Congress partner
UNECE-FCN Subgroup on Forest Pedagogy
The UNECE-FCN Subgroup on Forest Pedagogy is a UNECE-mandated subgroup that aims
to promote forest pedagogy and learning in nature in Europe. To this end, it operates a
website and organises an annual international congress in a different European country,
which sees itself as the authoritative forum for further training in forest pedagogy and
learning in nature in Europe. The aim is to familiarise oneself with new developments and
scientific findings and to experience concrete further education in practical workshops.
http://forestpedagogics.eu/portal/

SILVIVA Stiftung | Fondation | Fondazione
"Learning in and with nature" is sustainable learning and promotes understanding of the
relationship between humans and nature. As a trilingual competence centre, SILVIVA has
been enabling education providers since 1985 to link nature and learning effectively and
evidence-based - strategically, methodically and conceptually; analogue and digital.
Innovative projects such as "Forester's World", "Teaching Outdoors" or the "CAS Naturerelated Environmental Education" anchor high-quality teaching and learning in practice.
SILVIVA is internationally well networked and recognised. Nationally, the Foundation is the
official partner of the FOEN with a nationwide mandate in environmental education. The
SILVIVA team provides access to specialist knowledge, networks and promotes the longterm development of competence - for a sustainable Switzerland. www.silviva.ch

Naturschulen Grün Stadt Zürich
The nature schools of Grün Stadt Zürich have been offering age-appropriate nature
experiences for over 30 years - in the forest, on the farm, in the Allmend and in urban nature.
The diverse nature in and around Zurich enables school classes and people of all ages to
have direct encounters with nature under expert guidance. The direct experience of nature,
the discovery of diversity as well as active engagement strengthen the relationship with
nature. The teacher training courses of the nature schools put nature at the centre. Teachers
are supported in carrying out supplementary nature school activities with their school
classes. https://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/naturschulen

Stiftung Wildnispark Zürich
The Zurich Wilderness Park Foundation is the competence centre for wilderness and its
education in Switzerland, located close to the city. With the Sihlwald and the Langenberg, it
offers a unique combination of forest, wilderness and wildlife. Although the Sihlwald has only
been left to its own devices since 2000, you can already find larger parts of the forest where
upright drought stands and fallen, rotting tree trunks give the impression of wilderness. The
Sihlwald was the first area in Switzerland to be awarded the label "Nature Discovery Park –
Park of National Significance". The certificate stands for the unique opportunity to combine
nature conservation and recreation. The visitor centre in Sihlwald provides information and
maps for forays into the local wilderness. In addition, changing exhibitions offer insights into
selected nature themes. https://www.wildnispark.ch/

11th – 13th May 2022
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Federal Office for the Environment FOEN
This congress is made possible by the support of the Federal
Office for the Environment FOEN.
www.bafu.admin.ch/bafu/en/home/topics/education.html

Movetia
This project is financially supported by
Movetia. Movetia promotes exchange, mobility
and cooperation within the fields of education,
training and youth work – in Switzerland, Europe and worldwide. www.movetia.ch

ERBINAT - Verband Erleben und Bildung in der Natur
The Congress will take place under the patronage of the Association for
Experience and Education in Nature ERBINAT.
https://erbinat.ch

Ideas and inspiration for your stay in Switzerland after the Congress
A few tips for your extended stay in Switzerland. For a kind of "forestry educator tourism".

Online Tools



SwitzerlandMobility, network for non-motorized traffic
Switzerland Tourism
o Landscapes of the Year

Events



Festival of Nature (Switzerland-wide) https://festivaldernatur.ch/ 18 - 22 May 2022
Festival of Nature (Zurich) https://www.abenteuer-stadtnatur.ch/ 17 - 22 May 2022

Nature Centres of Switzerland


Overview: https://www.naturzentren.ch/

Swiss Parks



Overview: https://www.parks.swiss/en/
Swiss National Park https://www.nationalpark.ch/en/

Zurich Region (Museums)





Swiss National Museum: In the Forest - A Cultural History
Forest App Canton Zurich (Hiking Guide)
https://www.umweltarena.ch/
Naturama Aarau: https://www.naturama.ch/

11th – 13th May 2022
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Technorama Winterthur https://www.technorama.ch/de/home

Central Switzerland




Bödmeren Virgin Forest Reserve
Wildlife Park Goldau
Rigi

Canton of Valais





Aletsch Forest (Pro Natura Centre Aletsch (closed))
Pfyn-Finges Nature Park: unique natural and landscape values
o Education
o Projects of the Nature Park
o Hiking
o Research by Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL
 Long-term irrigation experiment Pfynwald
 Pfyn Workshop 2020, 17 September 2020
World Heritage Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch
o https://jungfraualetsch.ch/en/
o World Nature Forum: https://wnf.ch/en/home-en/

Basel Begion


https://www.museum.bl.ch/ausstellungen/ausstellung.php?ausstellungid=2

Bern Region



https://www.nmbe.ch/de/ausstellungen/weltuntergang
https://www.grimselwelt.ch/en/railways/gelmerbahn/

Canton Grisons



Tamangur forest
Davos
o The WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF is part of the Swiss
Federal Research Institute WSL and thus belongs to the ETH Domain.
o https://www.davos.ch/en/

Eastern Switzerland


https://baumwipfelpfad.ch/de/

French speaking Switzerland





Risoud forest
Neuchâtel, Val de travers, Sentier de la forêt jardinée http://www.randonature.ch/sentiersdidactiques/neuchatel/sentier-du-bois-des-fees-l-envers
Parc Chasseral et Centrale solaire du Mont Soleil https://societe-montsoleil.ch/fr/centrale-solaire
Creux du van https://www.creuxduvan.com/creux-du-van.html

Canton Ticino


Forest in Valle di Lodano

11th – 13th May 2022
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Bolle di Magadino Fondazione Bolle di Magadino
Parco Val Calanca
Centro Pro Natura Lucomagno
Isole di Brissago Giardino botanico del Canton Ticino
https://www.ritom.ch/en/home-2/

Link overview
You can find all information and an overview of the programme here:
https://www.silviva.ch/congress2022
Link to registration:
https://www.silviva.ch/weiterbildung/tagungen/registration
Link to the workshop overview: https://www.silviva.ch/congress2022
Link to hotel reservations:
https://meeting.zuerich.com/en/visit/european-forest-pedagogics-congress-2022
Blogposts on forest education and climate in Europe: http://forestpedagogics.eu/portal/blogsfor-discussion/

Additional links
•

•

•

•

More about the Naturschulen Grün Stadt Zürich:
o https://youtu.be/_JrVENHr4x0
o https://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/ted/de/index/gsz/natur-erleben/angebote-fuer-schulenund-kindergaerten/naturschulen.html
More about the Wildnispark Zürich:
o https://youtu.be/A_engzXMUow
o www.wildnispark.ch/en/the-park/sihlwald-nature-discovery-park
o www.wildnispark.ch
More about SILVIVA:
o https://youtu.be/89WLAljPvnY
o www.silviva.org
o www.silviva.ch ¦ www.silviva-fr.ch ¦ www.silviva-it.ch
More about the Waldlabor Zürich: https://www.waldlabor.ch/

11th – 13th May 2022
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SILVIVA Safety Card: Acting in an emergency
Keep calm
1. Get an overview:
 What has happened?
 Persons affected?
2. Assess the danger:
 Is there any danger to the people involved in the accident?
 Is there any danger for the people helping?

Act





Get to safety
Move the injured person(s) to safety.
Secure the scene of the accident
Raise the alarm

International emergency number

112

Ambulance

144

REGA (Air Rescue)

1414

Police

117

Fire brigade

118

Toxicology centre

145

Nearest defibrillator
(www.defikarte.ch):





Wednesday: Sihlwald railway station
Thursday: ETH Hönggerberg, Building HIF: C80.0011 in
the staircase
Friday: In the entrance area of the Migros Restaurant of
the Park im Grüene

Nearest hospitals





congress organiser

Christian Stocker: +41 (0)78 827 28 82

Wednesday: Horgen: +41 (0)44 728 11 11
Thursday: Zurich University Hospital: +41 (0)44 255 11 11
Friday: Horgen: +41 (0)44 728 11 11

Alarmieren
 Who?
 How?
 What?
 When?
 Where?
Coordinates for ambulance
(meeting point)




 Wednesday: 2'684'595 , 1'236'025
 Thursday: Forest Scool: 2'679'835, 1'252'430
 Thursday: forest entrance: 2'680'255, 1'251'400
 Friday: 2'684'225, 1'239'670
 Inform helicopter about power line, visibility obstruction, weather conditions, etc.
How many injured
Other hazards (e.g. weather, …)

11th – 13th May 2022
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1st aid  A B C D !
Questions

A

Airway



B

Breathing



No

Is the casualty
conscious?
Signs of life
detectable?







Breathing
present?

 Give 2 breaths

Assess breathing
Expose airway
Lift chin
Stretch head gently
Protect spine

 30 Chest
compressions
C Circulation
 2 breaths
 Install device: it does

Defibrillator
rhythm analysis, then
D Defibrillation
present?
shock
 Bring to safety, protect, care, further measures, repeat ABCD


Spontaneous
vital signs?

Yes

 Stabilise spine

 Observe
casualty
 Stop bleeding


Inform




SILVIVA Office:
Rolf Jucker
Christian Stocker

+41 (0)44 291 21 91 / info@silviva.ch
+41 (0)78 696 56 68
+41 (0)78 827 28 82

Writing an accident report

11th – 13th May 2022
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Tickets Public Transport for the 16th European Forest Pedagogics Congress

Issued to

Online timetable information:
 scan QR code, or
 visit www.zvv.ch, or
 use ZVV mobile app

Please print this page.
11th – 13th May 2022
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Voucher for lunch on Thursday, 12.5. at the Campus ETH Hönggerberg
 More information about FUSION meal (location, menu, ...).
 About Sustainable Gastronomy at ETH Zurich.
Voucher for a climate-neutral menu (vegetarian or vegan), incl. salad, dessert and coffee,
self-service @FUSION meal. Valid on 12 May 2022

Please print this page.
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